[Clinical analysis of acute cerebral infarction by Dengzhanhua injection and Xiongqin injection combined with Xuesaitong treatment].
To study the clinical effect of Dengzhanhua injection and Xiongqin injection combined with Xuesaitong to treat the elderly patients with acute cerebral infarction. From March 2012 to March 2013,140 patients with acute cerebral infarction elderly patients were treated, as research subjects were randomly divided into two groups, the observation group and the control group,70 cases in each group. The control group were treated using Xuesaitong;The observation group using Dengzhanhua injection and Xiongqin injection combined with Xuesaitong. The changes of cerebral blood flow,plasma viscosity and platelet adhesion rate were com- pared before and after the treatment; Nerve function and living abilities of the two groups were recorded and compared; Cure rate of the two groups were compared. The cerebral blood flow,plasma viscosity and platelet adhesion rate had improved to some extent af- ter treatment both of the two groups, the degree of improvement in the observation group was significantly better than the control group (P <0. 01) ;Nerve function and living abilities of the observation group was significantly better than the control group(P <0. 05) ;Cure rate in the observation group was significantly higher than the control group(P <0. 01). Using Dengzhanhua injection and Xiongqin injection combined with Xuesaitong to treat elderly patients with acute cerebral infarction has significantly high curative rate, which can significantly improve patients' cerebral blood flow,plasma viscosity,platelet adhesion rate,nerve function and life skills.